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BSK in the Media 
In September and October, Baptist News Global carried two stories produced by Baptist 
Seminary of Kentucky. An article on Erica Whitaker’s hiring as associate director of the Institute 
for Black Church studies was carried by BNG, and BSK and BNG promoted it on social media 
and received good engagement. An article about Lewis Brogdon’s interview with author and 
researcher Robert P. Jones was also picked up by BNG. It received less social media engagement 
than the article on Erica Whitaker, but positive feedback was received from readers, several of 
whom had no previous relationship with BSK. The interview’s context was the meeting of CBF 
Kentucky, and so CBF Kentucky, a valued partner of BSK, also received positive publicity for 
its Autumn Celebration. 
 
In addition to these two articles, the CBF blog carried a BSK-produced article on BSK’s 
participation in the Festival of Faiths. The release made note that two Baptist related 
institutions, BSK and Simmons College of Kentucky, are involved. 
 
Outreach to Foundations 
Efforts are underway to renew and expand BSK’s relationship with the Louisville-based Gheens 
Foundation.  Preliminary discussions with Gheens representatives have been positive, and an 
application will be submitted before the current fiscal year ends. The Gheens Foundation made 
theological education a primary focus in its early years, but its grants to theological education for 
the most part ceased after the theological shift at Southern Seminary. Our hope is that BSK can 
demonstrate that we provide theological education consistent with the vision of Edwin and 
Mary Jo Gheens, the late founders of the Gheens Foundation. 
 
A proposal has been submitted to a family foundation that has made one previous gift to BSK. 
A conversation with one of the family members was encouraging, and BSK’s proposal will be 
considered at the foundation’s next meeting in the spring of 2022. 
 
In addition to efforts with foundations, BSK also began building a relationship with the 
philanthropic arm of Norton Healthcare in Louisville. A proposal was submitted to Norton’s 
Community Initiatives Committee, and it was approved this month. Norton agreed to a $5,400 
gift to cover the full tuition cost of a Cosby scholar for an academic year. Trustee Ron Oliver, a 
Norton vice president, guided BSK in this process. 



 
Major Donor Acquisition and Retention 
Efforts are underway to introduce BSK to potential Louisville supporters who may have a 
passion for the racial justice work of BSK in the city.  Our hope is to make a compelling case for 
the role of theological education in preparing Black church leaders who will strengthen both 
congregations and communities. In addition, President Cassady and I are reaching out to 
longtime supporters of BSK to update them on BSK’s evolving and growing mission. As part of 
our donor relations efforts, BSK will send a Thanksgiving Card this year to all recent donors to 
express our gratitude for their support. 
 
Matching Gift Challenge 
BSK will be sending an appeal to approximately 4,000 current and prospective donors 
promoting our 2021 Matching Gift Challenge.  Thanks to a generous donor, BSK will be able to 
match every gift to BSK between mid-November and December 31, up to $20,000. The appeal 
tells the story of 2019 BSK graduate Damon Horton, who works with inner city youth in 
Lexington. Our prospective donor list is courtesy of CBF Kentucky. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


